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Let me ask you a question… How many of you are not so good with 
directions? Are you someone who gets lost a lot?  

- I can see some of you nodding your head, sort of pointing toward 
the person sitting next to you!  

- From where I’m standing, it’s pretty clear that it’s the wives 
pointing to their husbands! 

 
Now, I wouldn’t call myself a total mess with regard to finding my way, 
but I can tell you that Joyce is way better. 

- Actually, even with a GPS, I got myself a bit lost last month 
when I was in Armenia! 

- After five days of meetings I wanted to get away just to clear my 
head and pray. 

 
So, I decided to go to an ancient Armenian monastery for a few days 
called Tatev, built in the 800s. 

- I got in my rental car and headed south from Yerevan, first 
stopping at Khor Virap, a church first built in 642 . 

- As you can see, it stands right in the foothills of Mt. Ararat! 
- About five hours later, at least according to the GPS, now deep 

in the mountains of southern Armenia, I knew I was getting 
really close to Tatev. 

 
But, suddenly, as I’m riding along these mountainous roads, almost out 
of nowhere, a storm rolls in. 

- I honestly can’t see anything beyond what was 30 feet in front of 
me… And, of course, it then starts to hail!  

- And then, the GPS tells me that I arrived! The problem was 
that I couldn’t see anything…  

- But, from what little I could see, I hadn’t arrived anywhere!  
 
So, I asked some guys… and they pointed me toward the next mountain. 
So, I kept going till I was on a VERY winding, narrow dirt road. 

- Now, I took this picture three days later on my way back to 
Yerevan so you can see where I was. 

- But, at the time, this was all I could see! 
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- I went half way up that mountain, and then came back down, 
thinking that there was no way I was going the right way. 

- But then someone at the bottom told me that that was, in fact, the 
right way. 

 
But even after getting to the top, I couldn’t see anything… and there 
were no signs. 

- But I did see what seemed like an old house, so I pulled in to ask 
them (of course, I don’t speak the language, so “asking them” 
wasn’t all that easy). 

- But it turned out that this was the place I was going to be staying 
the next two nights!!  

- And while I couldn’t see anything getting there, the next 
morning when I woke up, I saw Tatev (show pic). 

 
Now, I share this because, as someone who has gotten lost far more 
often than I’d prefer to admit, there are, actually, a few things that 
I’ve discovered about getting lost:  

 
1. People who are lost almost never get lost on purpose.  

� Maybe it’s b/c we’re not paying attention… I don’t 
know… but we’re not doing in on purpose! 

 
2. You are lost before you know you are lost. You are never 

aware that you are getting lost—it just sort of dawns on you.  
� In fact, by the time you realize you’re getting lost 

you’ve probably already been lost for a while! 
 

3. You always end up where the road you’re on takes you. 
� You see… whatever road & direction you travel on will 

determine where you end up.  
� You always end up where the road you’re on takes you. 

 
In other words, your path determines your destination.  Where you 
intended to end up… or where you desired to be… is pretty much 
irrelevant.  

- If you are on the wrong road, you just wont make it to your 
desired destination, b/c your path determines your destination.  
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- As obvious as that might seem when it comes to getting from 
one place to another…  when it comes to the rest of our lives: 

- financial lives, dating lives, professional lives, marriage lives, 
raising kids, etc…  

- we so easily forget that this same principle applies… that 
direction, NOT INTENTION , determines destination. 

 
You want to go to New York City?  Well, as much as you might want to 
get there, if you live in North Jersey and take 287 South,  

- regardless of your intention or desire, you simply won’t make it 
to “the City”, at least not NYC! And why? 

- Because, in every area of your life, it’s your direction, not 
your intentions… (blank slide) 

- not your hopes, dreams, prayer, or beliefs… but your 
DIRECTION that ultimately determines your destination. 

 
And yet, there’s a huge disconnect between the destination people 
want to ultimately reach in life and the path they’ve chosen to travel.   

- Truth is, we’ve all dealt with people we’re close to who are so 
frustrated over where their life is. 

- They share with you all their disappointments… that they’re 
nowhere near where they had hoped to be.  

- And yet, as they’re speaking, you can’t help but think to 
yourself… 

 
“Of course you ended up there… what did you expect? Couldn’t you see 
that this relationship was leading you down a dead end? 
 
Didn’t you realize that no matter how much you wanted to get back in 
shape, the road you chose (not exercising and bad eating) was going to 
make that nearly impossible?” 
 
We see the contrast all around us… between where people hoped their 
path would take them… and the actual path they chose to travel down. 

- And then they become so angry at God because they’re not where 
they wanted or hoped to be.  And why? 

- Because we think that our intentions… that our hopes and 
dreams… will win out over the actual decisions we make on a 
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daily basis. 
 
But, again, it’s the direction we choose, not our hopes or our dreams, 
that will determine our destination. 

- This is something Andy Stanley has termed, “The Principle of 
the Path” in a book by the same name. 

- Now, I’m gonna cover the heart of it, but if you really want to 
sink your teeth into it… it’s worth the read.  

- And so, to get us started, I’d like you to go ahead and turn to 
Proverbs 7:6-27. 

 
Written by someone considered to be the wisest man of the world… 
King Solomon shares a story here about a young man who ignored 
this Path Principle… 

- a story where Solomon is standing at a second-story window 
looking down at the street below him as a young man happens 
to be walking along.  

- And, as he’s walking along, Solomon suddenly has a sense of 
where this man’s journey is going to end…  

- And yet, the young man doesn’t have any idea. 
 
This happens in life, doesn’t it?  You may be parked at an intersection 
observing two opposing cars about to hit each other.   

- They don’t know it… but for a few moments, you know the 
future… you know what is going to happen to those two drivers 
before they know. 

- Maybe you’ve seen a close friend moving in such a way that 
you knew they’d get hurt… and they did. 

 
We’ve all had that experience… where we had a hunch about where 
someone was heading before they did.   

- And that’s what happens with Solomon as he looks down at 
that young man. 

- So, Solomon begins to narrate where this young man’s path 
was taking him… and in doing so, he’s demonstrating the 
principle of the path…  

- that every path has a destination… and that it’s these paths 
that ultimately determine your destination. 
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*READ Proverbs 7:6-7*  
 
“While I was at the window of my house, looking through the curtain, I 
saw some naïve young men, and one in particular who lacked common 
sense (or ‘lacking judgment’ as the NIV says).” 
 
And then we read in verses 8-9… “He was crossing the street near the 
house of an immoral woman, strolling down the path by her house.  It 
was twilight, as deep darkness fell.” 
 
Now, obviously, you don’t have to be a Bible scholar to see where this 
story is heading! 

- Here’s this young guy heading toward this woman’s house as 
the darkness of night is setting in… thinking about what a great 
time this will be. 

- And yet, there’s Solomon looking down at him from the 
window shaking his head.   

- And from this scene you can see this huge contrast between 
what this young man thinks he’s about to experience and what 
Solomon knows he’ll actually experience. 

 
And the reason for such a contrast is because the older, wiser guy knows 
the principle of the path. 

- You see, the young man is thinking of this as being an exciting 
event.   

- But the older, wiser man knows that it’s a path… and that 
every path has a destination… 

- And this particular path has a very predictable destination. 
 
Verse 10.  “Then the woman came out to meet him, seductively dressed 
and sly of heart (crafty intent-NIV).”  
 
Verse 13-14, “She threw her arms around him and kissed him, and with 
a brazen look she said, I’ve just made my peace offerings and fulfilled 
my vows.” 
 
Of course, that language of “peace offering” doesn’t mean anything to 
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us today… but she’s basically trying to tell him that she’s, in fact, a 
really spiritual person... 

- That by getting involved with her, the young man is connecting 
to someone who has it all together with God. 

- In fact, when she says, “Today I fulfilled my vows,” she’s 
essentially telling him that she’s taken her “bucket of sins” to 
the temple and presented her offerings to God for forgiveness…  

- And, now, with her bucket empty of sin… she can begin filling 
that bucket all over again… starting with him ! 

 
Then, in verse 15, she comes up to the young man and says, “You’re the 
one I was looking for! I came out to find YOU, and here YOU are!” 

- Three times she highlights the fact that she’s done all this just for 
him… “Even though there were other young men out on the 
street, I came out to meet YOU. I looked for you.”  

- And he’s thinking, “Man, am I special… I’m so special, one of a 
kind… that she would go out of her way like this… for me! She 
came out looking… for ME!”  

 
Verse 16-18… “I have covered my bed with colored linens from 
Egypt… come, let’s enjoy ourselves with love.” NIV 

- He’s thinking, “Are you kidding me? Did I just die and go to 
heaven?” 

- Verse 19-20… “For my husband is not at home.”  Well, I think 
he’s assuming that!  

- “He’s away on a looong journey. He took his purse (wallet) filled 
with money and will not be home till full moon.” 

 
Verse 21… “With persuasive words she led him astray and seduced 
him with her talk.” NIV 

- He’s following her… thinking, man, I’m like Jay Z walking 
down the red carpet with Beyonce.   

- This is a dream come true… Life is good! 
- But the wise man looked down from the second story window 

and saw something very different.   
 
In verse 22, the writer tells us that the young man “followed her at once 
like an ox going to slaughter, like a deer stepping into a snare waiting 
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the arrow that would pierce its heart.” 
- What? What are you talking about? It’s not like that at all… 

out of all these guys! She chose me… I’m like rock star!  
- “No,”  the wiser man said.  “You’re like an ox she’s taken off to 

the slaughter.”  
 
In fact, you’re like a deer looking for a great place to have your fill… 
but you get your foot caught in a snare till the hunter shoots you dead.” 

- But if that’s not enough, he offers a third illustration.  
- In verse 23, Solomon says that the young man is “like a bird 

flying into a snare little knowing that it will cost him his life.” 
 
YOUNG MAN: “You know… you’ve got this all wrong.  You’re like my 
mom and dad up there in the window raining on my parade.” 

- SOLOMON: “You’re down there focused on what you’re 
doing… I’m up here focused on where you’re going.”  

- “You’re looking at this as an event… but I’m seeing a path.   
 
So then Solomon steps out of the story, in verse 24, and address you and 
me: “So listen to me, my sons, and pay attention to my words.”  

- PAY ATTENTION… focus… there’s a huge lesson to be learned 
here… 

- Verse 25… “Don’t let your hearts stray away toward her. Don’t 
wander down her wayward path.”  

- Verse 26… “For she has been the ruin of many. Many men have 
been her victims.”  

 
You see, son… I hate to break it to you… but she has seduced many, 
many people like you.  

- As the NIV says, “her slain are a mighty throng.”  
- I know you thought you were one-of-a-kind… but you’re just 

one-in-a-million. “No, this is my soul mate.” 
-  “You’re part of a great crowd of people who have fallen into the 

same snare. 
- And this path you’ve put yourself on is so predictable…  and 

you think it is some incredible experience designed just for 
you?! 
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But the truth is, you’re on a path that many have traveled down… 
and like every other path, this path has a destination…  

- and your destination is so predictable that I can tell you the 
outcome with confidence… that you will become just another 
ox brought to the slaughter. 

- YOUNG MAN: “You’re being so judgmental!”  
- SOLOMON: “I’m not being judgmental… it’s just that you’re on 

a path and this path has a destination that you’re completely 
unaware of or just don’t care about…  

- but either way, you’ll end up like a deer caught in a trap ready to 
be shot dead by a hunter. 

 
Then look at verse 27… “Her house is a road to the grave,” a road so 
many have traveled down… “Her bedroom is the den of death.”  

- You see… this path you’ve been lured onto has a different 
destination than you expected. This road is a road to the grave. 

- It’s interesting though… because even at the very beginning of 
the story, you pretty much knew the outcome, didn’t you? 

 
How come? Because we just do. When it comes to someone else… we 
just do… because, like Solomon, we’re looking out a second story 
window... We have perspective. 

- If you’ve ever been to a good counselor, they may interrupt you 
and say, “And when you went through that, you probably 
experienced this… you probably felt this.”  

- And you say, “Yeh! Exactly! You are so smart! And they’re 
thinking… “I’m not smart.  You’re just like the last guy who left 
my office 30 minutes ago and like that woman who left my office 
this morning. I’ve heard this 800 times… and keep getting paid 
$180 to hear the same story!” 

 
We “get it” when it comes to other people’s lives… but when it comes 
to or own lives… we can so easily live life like that young man… 
looking only at the event without seeing what comes next.  

- And yet it’s fairly predictable. That crowded highway you’ve 
chosen is just a path… and our paths will always determine our 
destination. 

- You see, guys… we’ve got to address the disconnect our 
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culture so often throws at us…  
- that says that as long as my intentions are good, as much as I 

want to want to end up in a good place, it just doesn’t matter 
what path I take… 

- Because the path you take will always trump even your best of 
intentions.   

 
The young man in our story thought that what was about to happen 
would be a great thing…  

- while the older, wiser man knew that he was heading down a 
path that would lead him in a much different direction than the 
young man may have wanted for his life. 

- “You’ve got it all wrong… you’re not a rock star stepping onto a 
stage… you’re not a celebrity walking out of your limo onto a red 
carpet.   

- You’re just an ox heading down the path toward your slaughter. 
 
Let me share an example of some of the disconnects I hear from time to 
time.  See if you can identify with any of them. 

 
• “I want to be married to great, godly Christian guy.  So, I’m 

gonna go out with anyone I think is cute.”   
o You see, the path trumps your desired destination. 

 
• “I want our family to be a unit, everybody on the same page, 

looking forward to vacation together, so Iʼm going to work all the 
time.”   
o Path trumps intention because path determines 

destination. 
 
• “I want my kids to respect me, so Iʼm going to be unfaithful to 

my spouse.”  
o And after you walk down that road, you get angry with 

God because your children don’t respect you… you’ve lost 
your voice in the family. Well, what happened?  

o You chose a path that leads to a loss of respect by your 
kids and so many of those around you.  

o You thought you’d be exempt from this… that you 
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would somehow rise above the principle of the path… 
o but many people have traveled down this same path… and 

it always leads to the same place.  
o It’s a highway. It doesn’t matter how smart or clever you 

are… if you take 287 N to Rt. 80 West you will never 
make it to New York City. 

 
• “I want to grow old and invest in my grandchildren, so I̓ m going 

to neglect my health.” 
 

• “I want to have a rich, meaningful marriage one day, so I’m 
gonna sleep around with different guys today.” 

 
• “I want my children to be brought up with the same Christian 

values I had, so we are going to keep missing church.” 
 

• “I want to lose weight, so super-size that, would you?” 
 

• “I don’t want to live with financial pressure, so I’m gonna live 
beyond my means.” 

 
• “I want to be a generous, giving person, so I’m going to spend all 

my money on me.” 
 
• “I want to know God, so I’m not going to have a devotional life.” 

 
It’s all about… “Here’s what I intend to do… here’s what I want to do.” 
And yet, “here’s what I’m gonna do.” 

- Get the point? There’s a disconnect.  As you think about your 
financial path, marriage path, moral path, professional path…  

- you have to ask yourself…  
- are the paths you’re on taking you closer to or further away 

from your  desired destination? 
 
The reason we’re so enamored by the wrong path is because there’s 
someone or something on that path that has such a strong emotional 
appeal (not rational)…  
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- that we get so fixated on the immediate that we loose sight of 
the ultimate. 

- For you it might be the dollar sign… I’ve got to make this deal, 
I’ve got to get this promotion… even though it’s costing me and 
my family emotionally.  

- There’s something so emotionally appealing that it gets a hook 
in our heart.   

- You have to ask yourself… Is this path I’m on really going to 
take me where I want to ultimately be in life?  

 
Maybe somebody will come alongside you and say, “Buddy… do you 
know where this is taking you? The writing is on the wall!”   

- “What are you talking about? This isn’t ‘taking me’ anywhere… 
I’m just doing what seems right… right now.” 

- But you can’t trump the principal of the path.  
- If you’re a teenager, then know that this is why parents seemingly 

over-react a bit at times… 
- Its only because they’re not just looking at what you’ve done 

or where you are… but more importantly … where you’re 
heading! 

 
The question you need to ask yourself is this… is the path I’m 
traveling down taking me where I ultimately want to be in my life?  

- Is this road I’m on leading me toward becoming the person both 
God and I want to be? 

- Truth is, though… especially when we’re in the middle of it… it 
can be really hard to get off that path without the help of those 
trusted, wiser people around us. 

 
That’s one of the reasons why it’s so important to be part of a small 
group or an accountability group of people who want to go where you 
want to go…   

- Why it’s important to really listen those people God has placed 
in our lives… even when they start that awkward conversation…  

- “Listen… I’m seeing what you’re up to in your life… and how 
you’ve started doing things you wouldn’t have done just a little 
while ago…  

- and you need to know that you’re heading down a path that has a 
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destination that is so far away from where you’ve always said 
you want to go as a follower of Jesus. 

 
You see, oftentimes, if they’re emotionally mature, others will have 
more insight into where our paths are taking us than we do.  

- And why? Because… they’re not emotionally entangled with 
what’s on the path. 

- They have age and experience. 
- They see our weaknesses and blind spots. 

 
The question, then… is will we listen? Or will we see ourselves as the 
one person who can effectively break the principle of the path…  

- that I can be the one guy who can drive due north from here 
and still arrive at the Jersey shore to the south of us. 

- Of course, as much as this principle can work against you, it can 
also work for you. You see… 
 

• The path of work-a-holism has a destination. Why is my family 
growing so cold and distant toward me? Because that’s where the 
path leads. 

 
• The path of impurity has a destination. Ladies wonder why they 

get used and every relationship ends the same. That’s where the 
path of “sex before marriage” leads for a woman. 

 
• The path of greed has a destination. 

 
• The path of apathy has a destination 

 
• The path of debt has a destination. 

 
• The path of adultery has a destination. Men can’t seem to figure 

out why their adult kids are always so distant. Why can’t they 
forgive, move on, and bring the grandkids over? Because that’s 
not where the path of adultery leads. 

 
And yet, if all that is true… than what about the *path of purity ? What 
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about the path of love & mercy & generosity?  
- Maybe some of you here have been on the *path of faithfulness 

for a long time… 
- And you’re just beginning to really experience the blessing of 

being faithful.  
 
Some of you have been on the *path of forgiveness… where you’ve 
been hurt and offended…  

- and yet you’ve chosen to not go down the path of bitterness…  
- and you’re beginning to enter into that destination (and 

blessing) that comes with being a grace-filled, forgiving person. 
 
Perhaps you’ve walked the *path of financial responsibility… you’ve 
not only lived within your means and stayed out of debt…  

- but have faithfully given of your tithes… and you’re really 
beginning to experience the blessing of where that path can lead 
you. 

- And that blessing didn’t just come as a result of one or two 
good decisions… but because you chose to go down a path that 
has a pre-determined destination.  

 
So, here’s the question… is the path you’re on moving you closer or 
further away from where you want to be?  

- Has someone tried to warn you, but you blew them off?  
- Have you ignored your own inner-alarms, convincing yourself 

that you’ll be able to avoid the principle… 
- that direction, not intention, determines destination?  

 
So, what are the paths have you chosen? What about your marriage life 
or dating or relational life… what direction are you going?  

- In your walk with God… what path are you heading down?   
- In your financial life… what road are you on?  
- Will you choose to look beyond today and see where the road 

you’re on is leading you?  
 
Would you ask God for insight to see where you are and where 
you’re not? 

- If you need to… are you willing this morning to make a course 
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correction?  
- Are you willing to step into our 21-Day Body, Soul, & Spirit 

Challenge in order to make some adjustments to the path you’ve 
been taking in these areas? 

- Are you willing, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, to reset 
your inner GPS and begin heading down a path that will really 
lead you toward becoming that person God has really designed 
you to be? 

 
 
 
 
NEXT WEEK: I want to encourage you to be here next Sunday as we 
continue this series.  You see, knowing how important Direction is…  

• How you do know which path to get on and which to get off? 
• No one wants to wake up in their 30s or 40s, for example, 

wishing they had taken a different path in their 20s. 
• So, how do you know the paths you are choosing today will get 

you where you want to be? 
• Again… come back next week as we explore this together.  


